Pristal Premium Battery Scrubbers

®

Professional products for a cleaner environment

Action Battery Scrubbers
The Pristal™ scrubbers compact design makes them
easy to maneuver around tight corners, and down
narrow aisles.
Hard surface floors are cleaned fast, efficiently
and thoroughly. They are excellent for use in
schools supermarkets, shopping centers,
hospitals, etc.

Controls are clearly marked
and at the operators
fingertips.

Rotationally molded polyethylene
solution and recovery tanks and
metal main frame construction
are built to withstand years of
professional use.
Sleek design reduces the
scrubbers profile that improves
operators sightline and allows
for easy access to batteries
for maintenance and service
by qualified personnel.
Filter protects vacuum
motor from damage.

Large opening for filling
solution tank.

Curved squeegee assembly
directs the solution towards
the center for more effective cleaning. The adjustable manual lift
ensures the floor is left clean and dry. Squeegee blades are easy
to replace.
Solution tank’s large opening makes it easy to fill and recovery tank
is tilted for total drainage.
Operator friendly control panel is clearly illustrated and at the
operators fingertips making the scrubber easy to operate.

Easy access to batteries.

Additional features include protected motor/brush connections,
built-in brush delay, parking brake, forward and back speed setting, easy access to circuit breakers and mechanical brush head
lift.

specifications
Brush Speed: 145 RPM
Brush Pressure: 80 Lbs
Solution Tank: 11.5 Gallons
Recovery Tank:13 Gallons
Vacuum Motor: 2 Stage, 1/2 HP
Brush Motors: 3/4 HP
Drive: Brush Propelled
Batteries Requirements
(2) - 12 Volt 100 AMP Hour Gel
Includes:
(1) Pad Driver
24 Volt On-Board Charger

AS20B (201979)
Cleaning Path: 20"
Rotary Brush: One - 20"
Squeegee Width: 31.5"
Cleaning Rate:
21,000 Sq Ft Per Hr, Maximum

AS17B (487694)

Pad drive and brushes
are easy to remove.

Cleaning Path: 17"
Rotary Brush: One - 17"
Squeegee Width: 26"
Cleaning Rate:
18,000 Sq Ft Per Hr, Maximum
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